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Runaway Angel 

One spring morning
walking the pasture
I fell into a horse’s eye.
I’m still there.
The horse has gone.
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Big Wombhearted Man 

Grandfather was a sergeant in the First World War
when he stood up in his council house kitchen
he stood up
and from his shoulders bones fell to the floor
with the gypsy tap dance of bones
and when he spoke
voices muttered under the North Sea,
under the garden where potatoes
stared from ten thousand eyes, 
regiments of thin skinned potatoes.
And when grandfather answered, asked
how … he led his lads over the top?
Bones put on their uniforms of blue winding veins
their weaponry of eyes, tongues, wisp white hair
and grandfather took my hand to say:
“steady bonnie lambs”
then we walked, slow men across the fields.
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Pit Ponies 

As a Geordie lad
aa fed pit ponies in the dark
blind, munching miner’s baccy as a treat
they’d tek smaal bows an count theor feet.
Aa see in each piebald eye, its marbled worl
made milky mad by coal dust seams
Alone, at work within luv’s cave
aa see a bonnie horse who gave and gave
and wake, afraid from haulin heavy coal
so deep inside oor mithor earth, I’ll die
an nivor live te kick the sky.
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Port Angeles 

The reality of desire can’t
pull the ferry back.
Dock timbers
too far gone for creosote
left heart scalded,
the boat leaving harbor.

Only untested men believe
rivers are crossed in one jump
and mother love cannot see
the giant’s shadow a man
carries over the mountain 
because it is his.
 
I loved her more
than she loved herself
waited for her angel
to descend the stairs again
and fall into my arms
but she kept skipping
after strangers offering
to lift her father from the grave.
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Odin 

She takes off  her dress and
spreads it on a chair,
dress of  the thousand butterflies
he cannot touch.

For having lost the summer breath of  the Year King,
he only knows a road between the window and the door.
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Liberty 

Finding remains of a dead coyote
I quit pruning my orchard:
finally, someone to talk to.

Friend, beware trusting wisdom
to my species, rash decisions
can lead to slow extermination.

I watched you range the canyon
toward this maggoty bone cathedral
that now feeds my apple tree.

Remembering famished stares
of soldiers shuffling in rags
on frozen retreats from Moscow,

witness to their numb obedience
I pray coyotes remain free
to make trouble wherever they go.
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Safari Camp in the Gol Mountains 

The local hyena pack’s hysteria
is giggling over bones.
After seeing ruffed vultures,
golden jackals, wild dogs
and lions strip fallen prey
I return to camp
where the lunatic joy continues
its squabble with darkness
become abrupt silence
after a lion’s cough.
Witnessing the immense gather
of African wildlife
fulfills a lifetime dream.
Among several incarnations
Buddha gave himself to a tiger.
The Maasai leave their dead
out for the hyenas.
In my cot listening to the night,
easing into sleep I embrace
life and death’s immortal grin
and my bones
rest in a mortal smile.
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Dale’s Alchemy 
(for Dale Pendell)

In soul-awakened night
a ghost deer
comes for my tears:
drink, there is plenty
death does not seal
a poet’s lips
nor end
his grace of love
transforming
sorrow into moonlight.
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Higher in the Mountains 

From here I can see a long way
to the Western sea
where along its shaky crack
men are building taller walls.
Sometimes in the afternoon
when big clouds roll in
a shadow launches itself
from a ledge in the reefs of thunder
descending in the predatory drop
of a bird whose dilated gaze
has seen the Gods
and in salutory joyousness
I stand
ready to meet the eagle eye to eye.
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